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Nicaragua: On Relevance Of Diverse Opposition Complaints
Regarding Electoral Process
by Deborah Tyroler
Category/Department: General
Published: Friday, February 16, 1990
[The article below is based on a report by Michael Fischer, a journalist working with the Nicaline
News Network (Managua). The report was distributed in a Feb. 14 bulletin by the Network.] The
Sandinista National Liberation Front (FSLN) was gambling politically when it launched a campaign
months ago to invite international institutions such as the United Nations, the Organization of
American States, and the Council of Freely-Elected Heads of State brainchild of former US President
Jimmy Carter to observe the Nicaraguan electoral process from start to finish. The FSLN believed
it could win freely contested elections, but assumed that the opposition would seek to discredit the
process leading up to the vote. If the opposition was successful in such effort, what the Nicaraguan
government hopes to gain by winning a fair election would be undermined: demobilization of
the US-backed contras, the legitimacy required to negotiate sorely needed foreign loans and
investments, and an end to the US trade embargo. The good sense of the Nicaraguan government's
open-door electoral monitoring policy is apparent. With less than two weeks to go before the Feb.
25 elections, and amidst polls showing the FSLN clearly in the lead, international observers have
unanimously given the electoral process a clean bill of health. Particular praise has been lavished
on the election supervisory body, the Supreme Electoral Council (SEC), which according to former
President Carter has functioned "virtually without blemish." In contrast, the 13-party United
National Opposition (UNO) coalition headed by anti-Sandinista newspaper publisher Violeta
Barrios de Chamorro has lodged a seemingly endless stream of complaints. The government has
been charged with acts of intimidation and violence of the most systematic and brutal kind, and
of preparing to implement massive fraud. The coexistence of these two seemingly irreconcilable
judgments of the Nicaraguan electoral campaign has engendered a surrealistic atmosphere,
baffling the crowds of foreign journalists currently on hand in Nicaragua to report on the elections.
Government accused of imposing arbitrary embargo on opposition funds, resources The UNO has
focused on what it perceives as structural defects in the electoral process. First, it has complained
about problems receiving US government funds destined to the UNO-controlled Institute for
Electoral Promotion and Training (IPCE), and about the impounding of vehicles it purchased
with part of these funds. The money problem was resolved through the good offices of former
President Carter. The IPCE was established as a non-partisan association in order to avoid having
to hand over 50% of foreign contributions to the SEC-controlled Fund for Democracy, as required
of political organizations under Nicaragua's electoral legislation. As a non-partisan association,
however, the IPCE was required to seek legal status from the National Assembly, which it failed to
do. The UNO and US Embassy in Managua alleged that IPCE's money was held up intentionally
by the Nicaraguan government. Central Bank officials said the bank had received a check for the
US monies, but that they could not release the funds until the check had been cleared in the US.
During a meeting with Carter, FSLN directorate member Bayardo Arce laughed, and said that
the Sandinistas were being asked to front money for the US government. Carter urged Arce to do
whatever was necessary to see that the money got through. The Central Bank was subsequently
ordered to release the funds to the IPCE, according to SEC secretary Rosa Marina Zelaya. She added
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that the SEC will oversee the IPCE's expenditures, as a means of ensuring that the monies are
spent on purely civic and electoral tasks. A similar snafu involved several dozen all-terrain vehicles
purchased by the UNO with US government funds. UNO could not or would not pay customs
duties, and the vehicles were impounded. Carter brokered an agreement on this problem, and
the Nicaraguan Central Bank issued credits and guarantees so that the vehicles could be released.
Unequal access to media Another procedural complaint by UNO and smaller opposition parties
concerns their access to the media, and particularly to state-controlled television. According to
the most recent report of the United Nations mission charged with monitoring the Nicaraguan
electoral process (ONUVEN), "considerable progress has been made" in rectifying media bias,
"although some problems remain." Most of this bias is found in nightly news reports, broadcast
simultaneously by both TV stations. Although the stations currently provide almost equal coverage
of FSLN and opposition activities, they tend to present negative images of the UNO. The TV station
with the most powerful transmitter is running a 60-minute nightly program called "Elections 90,"
which provides equal air-time to all political parties. The program has "substantially improved
its format," the ONUVEN report said, and "has also reached a high level of impartiality." Political
parties are now free to place brief prime-time TV spots on this station. In addition, UNO runs a 10minute newscast three times a week on the weaker of the two TV stations. The ONUVEN report
noted that political parties have also been granted considerable free air-time on both state and
private radio stations. "It is precisely the fact that there is such a great number of radio stations
and such a wide range of types of radio station ownership that guarantees a wide spectrum of
approaches to providing news and of political stances on the Nicaraguan radio broadcasting scene,"
said the report. The SEC prevailed upon the government to roll back charges for TV and radio
air-time to April 1989 rates so that less financially endowed opposition parties could more easily
deliver their messages. FSLN uses state property in campaign Another UNO complained is the
FSLN's alleged use of state property such as vehicles in campaign activities. When Carter asked
Arce about the use of government vehicles by the FSLN, Arce told him that they were rented by
the party, and that the UNO could rent them, too. Carter later spoke with UNO representatives,
but was informed they were not interested in renting state-owned vehicles. ONUVEN comments
on opposition tendencies The ONUVEN report says, "The opposition has a definite tendency
to assume that the governing party's only effective weapon is its control and abuse of the state
apparatus, and not to attach sufficient importance to the organization of the campaign, and the
number and commitment of FSLN members and other clearly legitimate aspects of the electoral
contest...The FSLN has launched an intensive, well-organized election campaign with a high level of
involvement on the part of its Presidential and Vice Presidential candidates, something which would
be completely unnecessary if, as some opposition sectors maintain, it could win the elections by
means other than the electoral contest." ONUVEN lists various "balancing factors" that tend to even
out "unequal opportunities for access to (the state) apparatus," and mechanisms within the electoral
legislation that reduce asymmetry between the FSLN and opposition parties. These mechanisms
"are far from usual in comparable bodies of law, permitting under certain circumstances the
funding of political parties by foreign institutions or individuals," the ONUVEN report says. The
balancing factors also include the fact that the government must account for acts it has taken
during a period where the economy has faced great difficulties "stemming from the prolonged
conflict to which (Nicaragua) has been subjected." The opposition can limit itself to "formulating
alternative proposals or just criticizing," says ONUVEN, while at the same time it "may exaggerate
the asymmetry and use it as one of the main arguments of its electoral messages." Intimidation
and harassment of opposition activists The most serious UNO complaints deal with alleged cases
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of FSLN intimidation and violence against UNO activists, candidates and poll watchers. Cases
involving acts of physical aggression, loss of employment, damage to property and threatening
letters and phone calls are numerous. However, such complaints are rarely substantiated by
concrete facts. The withdrawal of UNO candidates from the race has received enormous publicity:
the pro-Sandinista press as proof of candidates' disgust with the UNO, and La Prensa, as evidence
of intimidation. Meanwhile, ONUVEN reports that only 2.5% of all candidates have thrown in
the towel. "The impact of the withdrawals on the actual elections is insignificant," said the report.
According to ONUVEN, a third of UNO candidates who have dropped out of the race did so
because they were not consulted by UNO officials about their interest in running for political
office, because of "unfulfilled expectations of financial gain," and due to political disagreements.
A somewhat smaller group of UNO candidates have resigned due to "minor pressures combined
with a low level of commitment." This category includes "candidates who were only marginally
involved with the opposition and even, in one extreme case,...FSLN members on the UNO list
of candidates." Another category of UNO candidate drop-outs consists of cases "in which there
is significant evidence of intimidation," usually in conflict zones of the country where standing
feuds exist. "The geographical distribution of such cases and the different forms they take do not
so much suggest that these are centrally planned acts of intimidation as that they are the work of
party members who think they are helping their party by such reprehensible acts," the ONUVEN
report says. At a press conference in Managua, Elliot Richardson said, "Some of the things that
have been complained about are the result of overzealousness by local party activists, which I
know from my own political experience in the US is not possible to completely control. We have
been assured that a stepped up effort to do this will be made." Richardson heads ONUVEN as
UN Secretary General Javier Perez de Cuellar's personal representative. The SEC is baffled and
irritated by the continual submitting of unsubstantiated complaints about intimidation. According
to SEC vice president Rodolfo Sandino Arguello, "The majority (of complaints) are superficial."
He said that only once has an incident of truly serious proportions occurred the December brawl
in the southwestern town of Masatepe where 200 UNO activists rioted and an FSLN activist was
killed. In response to UNO complaints about their inability to fill their roster of poll watchers,
the deadline for presenting names of poll watchers to the SEC was moved forward to Feb. 8 and
then again to Feb. 16. "We think the possibility of poll watchers being intimidated is very slight,"
said Sandino Arguello. "You have to consider that at each polling station every party has the right
to have a poll watcher. So there are 10. There are 4,394 polling stations and thus over 43,000 poll
watchers. If 10 or 15 [UNO poll watchers] are missing this is a tiny amount. There will always
be some from the other (opposition) parties." According to the SEC vice president, documented
acts of intimidation have occurred in isolated locales of the country "where there is no real civic
education." Sandino Arguello said that the SEC has not been able to corroborate reports lodged
by La Prensa about acts of intimidation suffered by UNO activists at the hands of state security
agents (soldiers or police). He added, "What has been corroborated is that some authorities not
state security, but some mayor, some ministerial representative said to them do not go here or
there because I'll do this to you. But like I said, it is almost always a trivial, superficial thing."
SEC secretary Rosa Marina Zelaya: "[UNO representatives] have complained that the FSLN has
forced their candidates to withdraw from the race. I have said, `If you want to tell me this, give
me concrete facts: this candidate in this Region was pressured by this person, in this way.' Such
facts have not been provided to me. "We have received no written complaints where the UNO
or the Social Christians or whatever party tells us, `Such and such person obligated Sr/a. Fulano/
a to renounce in this and this way.' On the contrary, we have letters written by the individuals
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themselves who have withdrawn explaining their reasons because they were not consulted before
being named as a candidate; because they do not agree with the policies of the political party or
alliance that nominated them; others give strictly personal reasons they do not want to elaborate."
Zelaya said "there is no proof" that state security agents have been intimidating people. Electoral
authorities biased in favor of FSLN One of the most persistent opposition complaints is that the
electoral authorities themselves are illegitimate, i.e., that the SEC is a Sandinista body. Four out of 10
SEC magistrates and their alternates are Sandinistas. The rest represent the UNO, the Democratic
Conservatives and Social Christians. SEC rulings have been largely achieved through consensus or
near-unanimous votes. In "an infinity of cases," says Sandino Arguello, magistrates have crossed
their personal party lines. "We've been functioning with the most absolute level of autonomy and
liberty. No one has insinuated themselves into this process. On the contrary, we've insinuated
ourselves into (government) decisions," he said. The SEC official added that based on the record of
its decisions, the Council favors the opposition more than the FSLN. SEC actions, according to the
ONUVEN report, "have tended uniformly to improve the field in ways favorable to the opposition."
As an example of the SEC's respect for pluralism, ONUVEN cites the manner in which it dealt
with the application of the Atlantic Coast group "Yatama" when it filed for status as a "Popular
Petition Association" a political entity peculiar to the coastal region. The Council accepted the
application after noting that "from the standpoint of the strict implementation of the Electoral Act,
[the application is] somewhat defective as regards the legal formalities." The SEC voted to accept
Yatama's petition "in view of the importance of participation by the Popular Petition Associations
in the election of the Autonomous Regional Councils of the Atlantic Coast." ONUVEN pointed out
that the SEC's decision in the Yatama case was "particularly significant since Yatama is the main
rival of the governing party in this area of the country." ONUVEN also notes the SEC's balanced
voter education campaign: "The characteristics of this campaign and the complete impartiality of
the messages transmitted bear out the positive comments made about the Council's actions." The
ONUVEN is less concerned by wild and uncorroborated allegations of government plots to commit
electoral fraud, than by persistent and "systematic impugning" of the SEC and Nicaraguan electoral
process as a whole. In an earlier report, the ONUVEN said, "Continuing the game while all the time
impugning the umpire is behavior which suggests an effort to discredit the electoral process, unless
it is a highly risky electoral strategy...It can be supposed that complaints...are used as an instrument
to disqualify an adversary and can also be used at whatever moment in the process as a mechanism
for delegitimizing the electoral process...Within the context of possible strategies of this type, it's not
necessary for complaints to be relevant. It's sufficient that they be numerous."

-- End --
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